Fuzzy Control of Uncertain Positive Markov Jump Fuzzy Systems With Input Constraint.
This article considers the stochastic stability of uncertain positive Markov jump fuzzy systems (PMJFSs). The uncertainties consist of partially unknown membership functions and generally uncertain transition rates (GUTRs). In the GUTR model, each transition rate (TR) is completely unknown or only its estimate value is known. The coexistence of the partially unknown membership functions and GUTRs makes the control problem difficult to handle. Based on the T-S fuzzy scheme, a switching-type controller with input constraint which parallels as the structure of the uncertain fuzzy model is applied to ensure the positivity and stochastic stability of such systems. A linear decoupling strategy is proposed to tackle the coupling problems when designing the controller and further derives the desired controller parameters. Finally, two simulation examples are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.